Microsoft Next Gen
Endpoint Workshop
Hybrid work and transformational
end user computing experiences.
Business challenge

Benefits

In our new world of work the endpoint is the new workplace, and hybrid work is driving

•

scenarios.

the endpoint strategy. The shift to remote and hybrid work represents a shift in how we
think about providing people with the tools they need.
Organizations - 77 percent of those surveyed - agree on the importance of providing the
latest technology to their employees and giving users the devices that they want, all
while giving IT the ability to keep them secure.
As a result, hybrid work is driving user segmentation. Companies need to invest in

Understand the hybrid work

•

Experience WIndows 365 Cloud PC

•

Gain insights into the needs for
both virtual and physical endpoints

•

Provide a secure desktop experience
from virtually anywhere.

role-specific end-user computing solutions and IT needs an integraded cloud service to

Who should attend

manage the growing complexity.

•

Chief Information Security Officer

•

Chief Information Officer

•

Chief Security Officer

•

Endpoint & Device Management

Our solution
Insight’s Microsoft Next Gen Endpoint Workshop will empower you to bring together a
complete end user computing experience with a holistic solution. The workshop will be
customized to meet your organization’s specific needs.
Let us show you how you can leverage Windows 365, Windows on Azure Virtual Desktop,

Owners
•

IT Security

•

IT Operations

Our partners

Microsoft Endpoint Manager, and Windows 11 Enterprise to bring together a complete
solution for the hybrid work world of today and tomorrow. Our workshop will enable you
to:
• Understand hybrid work scenarios and end-user computing goals and objectives.

Related services

• Gain insights into physical and virtual devices landscape.

Hybrid Cloud Security Workshop

• Learn how Windows 365, Azure Virtual Desktop and Microsoft Managed Desktop
solutions provide a secure desktop experience from virtually anywhere.
• Define joint next steps.
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Securing Identities Workshop
Managed Endpoint

Experience the power of modern device management.
The next generation of endpoints represents a shift in how our clients are solving end-user computing challenges. Across
Information Workers, Frontline Workers, and Temporary / Elastic workforces, our clients are looking for the latest and most
innovative solutions to answer those challenges.
Attend this workshop if you want to:
• Better Understand when and how to leverage cloud PCs with Windows.
• How best to manage virtual endpoints across Windows 365 and Azure Virtual Desktop.
• Leveraging Windows 11, the most secure OS yet, to enable hybrid work for all employees.ger.
• Implementing best practices for endpoint management with Microsoft Endpoint Manager.

Why Insight for Microsoft solutions?
Insight’s strong supply chain optimization and workplace solutions, combined with our data center transformation expertise and
modernized applications, keep businesses running, foster flexible work environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.
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A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter.
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create
meaningful experiences.
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